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The issue in brief
25 years after the adoption of the Database Directive, there is mounting evidence that the
introduction of the sui generis right did not lead to increased data access and use–instead,
an additional intellectual property layer became one more obstacle.
Today, the European Commission, as it drafts the new Data Act, faces a fundamental choice
both regarding the existing sui generis database rights and the introduction of a similar right
to raw, machine-generated data. There is a risk that an approach that treats data as property
will be further strengthened through a new data producer’s right. The idea of such a new
exclusive right was introduced by the European Commission in 2017. This proposed right
was to be based on the same template as the sui generis database right.
A new property right will not secure the goals defined in the European data strategy: those of
ensuring access and use of data, in a data economy built around common data spaces.
Instead, they will strengthen existing monopolies in the data economy.
Instead of introducing new property rights, greater access to and use of data should be
achieved by introducing–in the Data Act, and in other currently debated legal acts–access
rights that treat data as a commons.
In this policy brief, we present the current policy debate on access and use of data, as well
as the history of proposals for property rights in data–including the sui generis database
right. We present arguments against the introduction of new property rights, and in favor of
strengthening data access rights.

State of play
As part of the European Strategy for Data, the European Commission is currently reviewing
the issue of property rights in data, and in particular the Database Directive–the law that 25
years ago introduced a new sui generis right protecting non-original databases.1
This right, introduced in 1996, has created a blueprint for treating data as intellectual
property. The objectives in introducing this right included not just harmonization and legal
clarity, but also competition in data markets and ensuring access to data. Rooted in the need
to fill an investment gap vis-à-vis the United States, the Database Directive aimed to
incentivize the European database industry through property rights-type awards.
Not only that, but in 2017, with the Communication on “Building a European Data Economy”,
the Commission outlined a new framework for data access, in particular for
machine-generated data.2 Among the proposed measures was a new data producer’s right,
which would be held by commercial users of Internet of Things (IoT) devices (and possibly
introducing also other rightsholders in industrial data).
The new right would expand property rights in data beyond information that is structured in
databases, thus awarding producers of data with a similar sui generis property right. Just like
the sui generis database right, this right was envisioned to provide greater legal protection
and certainty in the data economy while increasing data access by more market actors.
The review of the Database Directive is happening as part of the drafting of the new Data
Act, which is aimed at increasing data access, sharing and use in the European Union. In
the Inception Impact Assessment for the Data Act, the Commission is calling for a
reevaluation of the sui generis right in light of machine-generated data in the context of IoT
activities.3
The key policy question is whether the goals of the European data strategy can be met by
expanding property rights in data. Or whether such new rights–an extension of an approach
established 25 years ago with the Database Directive and the sui generis database
rights–will constitute a barrier to greater access and reuse of data.
If the strategic aim is to increase access to data, including maximising data that is open and
available according to the FAIR principles, then the new property right would create an
additional obstacle.

Access to and use of data in the European data
strategy
The European Commission’s vision, presented in the European Strategy for Data, assumes
that data can empower business and the public sector while addressing the needs of
individuals by creating economic and societal value.4 This is the high-level ambition of
ongoing implementation of the strategy, which includes the legislative process on the new
Data Act.
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The overarching goal is to create a single European data space, in which “businesses have
easy access to an almost infinite amount of high-quality industrial data”.5 Ensuring better
“access to data and its responsible usage” is a key condition for releasing the potential of
data.6 Rules for governing this space, according to the Commission, should ensure the free
flow of data, respect for European rules and values, clear and trustworthy data governance
mechanisms, as well as fair, practical, and clear rules for access to and use of data.
It is against this ambition that we are reviewing the concept of a property right in data, the
introduction of which has been discussed in relation to the currently drafted Data Act.7
According to the European Strategy for Data, an evaluation of the IPR framework should be
conducted “with a view to further enhance data access and use”, and within the broader
context of regulating relations between various actors in the data economy by providing
incentives for horizontal data sharing.8

Origins of the idea of a data producer’s right
The data producer’s right was proposed by the Commission in the 2017 Communication on
“Building a European Data Economy”, as one of several interventions at the core of
addressing the issue of access to machine-generated data.9
The Communication, which preceded the current Data Strategy, had a similar stated goal of
ensuring access to a rapidly growing pool of industrial data–produced for example by IoT
technologies. It aimed to remove barriers to the movement of data, addressing legal
uncertainties, increasing availability and use of data, and fostering new data business
models.
This new property right was proposed as one of many possible interventions for ensuring
access to machine-generated data. This right, spelled out in the Communication, would
consist of a right to use and authorize the use of non-personal data, granted to the ‘data
producer’: owner or long-term user of the device. The rationale behind the right is to allocate
property rights more effectively by establishing control over data generated by digital
devices.
The Commission also pointed to the lack of legal certainty, due to the absence of legal
protection of such data. Finally, it was proposed as a market-making measure, holding that
property rights will inevitably increase the use of non-personal data by turning it into a
tradeable economic good.
The 2017 proposal made an important distinction between the manufacturer of a given
device, and the operator–usually a commercial company–that is the economic user. The new
right, allocated to these users, would be instrumental to avoid market lock-in scenarios since
manufacturers of devices are the de facto owners of data that often prevent their usage by
another party.
To counter the adverse effects of granting these new rights, the proposal also included the
creation of exceptions that would limit them and create parallel obligations to share data.
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These would, on the one hand, cover manufacturers who have a legitimate interest in using
data to improve their products, and might also have a legal obligation to monitor the use of
the devices. On the other hand, exceptions would allow data sharing in the public interest,
both with public sector bodies and private actors.

The Database Directive as blueprint for data as
property
The 2017 proposal for a new producer’s right followed a blueprint that has been established
25 years ago, with the adoption of the Database Directive and the establishment of a sui
generis database right.10 In both cases, similar arguments are used to justify the
establishment of new IPRs in data. These can be divided into three overarching arguments.
Firstly, a new European right was presented as a harmonization measure, through which the
EU could avoid a fragmented regulatory landscape caused by a variety of approaches at the
Member States (MS) level.11 Harmonization was conducted at the highest level of protection
available at that time.12
Investments’ protection was the second goal, and reuse of unprotected databases was
framed as parasitic behaviour.13 Related to this objective was the ambition to increase the
overall competitiveness of the European database industry.14
Finally, the new database right was meant to increase access to data by market actors.15
The underlying belief was that property rights were needed so that “information markets” in
data could be created.16 These, in turn, would have facilitated the reuse of data.
As noted by Julia Reda, in 2017 the European Commission has used the same arguments
when proposing the new data producer’s right.17 Harmonization of the new right at European
level was framed as a preemptive measure, against future, uncoordinated initiatives by MS.
An uncoordinated approach was presented as creating the risk of further fragmentation of
the data economy and as detrimental to the operation of cross-border data services and
technologies in the internal market.
Yet, the main rationale for the sui generis database right and the proposed producer’s right is
based on the same counterintuitive assumption that additional IP layers would facilitate
access and use of data. Lack of these forms of protection are presented as a source of
uncertainty and, therefore, framed as a gap that needs to be filled.
The 2017 Communication presented a new data producer’s right as a policy that would
“improve access to anonymous machine-generated data’”, rather than limiting said access
as could be expected from an exclusive right, and furthermore “facilitate and incentivize the
sharing of such data”.18 In light of unequal bargaining power of companies and private
individuals in the internal market, legislative intervention was deemed necessary to prevent
lock-in effects. In turn, this would have solved the allocation problem that currently affects
market actors as well as providing more economic incentives for companies to boost
innovation and competition.
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The Data Act and the possible extension of the
Database Directive
The idea of property rights in machine-generated data, first raised in the 2017
Communication, is currently being explored within the scope of the proposed Data Act. Once
again, property rights are considered one of the potential means for increasing access to
and use of data.
The Inception Impact Assessment for the new Act considers both the existing sui generis
right in databases, and the need to facilitate access to and use of machine-readable data.19
Such data, mainly generated by IoT devices, is in most cases not covered by the sui generis
right. The 2018 evaluation of the Database Directive points to CJEU rulings, based on which
databases that are by-products of economic undertakings–as is usually the case with
machine-generated data, including IoT data–do not fulfil the threshold of substantial
investment.20
Therefore, the Commission is currently conducting a review of the Database Directive, with
the aim of increasing legal certainty for access and sharing data, and in particular for
ensuring that the measure does not constitute an obstacle for accessing and reusing
machine-generated data.
One could assume–based on previous evidence–that a critical review of existing sui generis
property rights will demonstrate that they pose significant restrictions to access and reuse of
data. As a result, property rights would be reduced rather than extended within the overall
data governance framework.
Yet, the 2017 Communication framed a new data producer’s right in an exactly opposite
way: as means of unlocking machine-generated data.21 For this reason, there is a risk that
the current review will lead to the introduction of a new property right, based on the same
logic.

Against property rights in data
Already in 2005, during the first Commission evaluation, the report concluded that the
economic impact of the sui generis right on database production was unproven.22 The
evaluation focused on assessing whether the Directive brought into place an effective legal
framework that would protect a wide range of databases, therefore incentivizing beneficiaries
to invest and innovate. The final conclusion was the opposite: “the new instrument has had
no proven impact on the production of databases”. There was evidence that investments fell
behind the 2004 pre-Directive levels and the productivity gap with the US did not decrease.
That being said, European publishers and database producers still held at the time of the
evaluation that the sui generis right was actually beneficial in bringing more legal certainty,
reducing the costs associated with the protection of databases and, ultimately, creating more
business opportunities by facilitating the marketing of databases.
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Ultimately, the sui generis right in the EU market did not have the desired effect. Its failure to
do so was even more striking as other countries, for example the US, maintained higher
growth without introducing a similar right. The sui generis right has been described as
unclear in its scope and ill-suited as a measure supporting innovation, differentiation, and
growth. As such, the underlying assumption that more and more layers of IP protection
meant more innovation does not appear to hold. In reality, it is even more likely to adversely
affect those sectors of the economy that rely on intensive use of data, while benefiting only a
narrow group of market players.
Over a decade later, in 2017, a round of public consultations was held by the Commission to
gather additional feedback.23 The synopsys report confirms the 2005 findings: “the positive
impact of the sui generis right on the production of databases remains unproven”.24 It
concludes that the right “did not increase the level of investment made in databases in the
EU and the number of databases produced”.25 In addition, the majority of respondents, with
the exception of publishers, indicated an overall decrease in legal certainty. Similarly, the
exceptions to the sui generis right were characterized as being too restrictive with regard to
data access and use for scientific and educational purposes, and other non-commercial
uses.
Surprisingly, the second evaluation of the Database Directive, conducted in 2018, offers a
much less critical view. While it confirms that the sui generis did not have the expected
economic impact, it describes it as an instrument that ensures a balance between rights of
makers and users of databases, provides legal protection to database makers and improved
legal clarity to users.26
This is surprising, since a broad body of commentary by academics, activists and legal
experts on the concept of property rights in data. The critical analysis of such rights focuses
on two aspects: legal and economic arguments.
Concerning legal arguments, the scholars largely agree that the introduction of a new
property right in data would ultimately lead to the disruption of the existing European IPRs
regimes.27 This is because a new right in raw machine-generated data would create
dangerous overlaps with copyright and sui generis protection, ultimately leading to
competing ownership claims to the same content.28
Secondly, the new right would strongly affect freedom of expression and information as well
as freedom of scientific research and services, given that it would greatly reduce overall
information availability.29 In this light, the European legislator would have to prove that a new
property right would be socially and economically justifiable for information access by
citizens and researchers. In addition, a new right in data would severely impact the four
fundamental freedoms of the EU, specifically for freedom of services and establishment.
This is because, as Bernt Hugenhotlz argues, the free movement of data, one of the core
tenets of the 2017 Commission Communication, is to be interpreted by the Commission in
line with the EU internal market approach.30 This means that any restrictions to the
cross-border movement of data would qualify as a restriction to provide services within the
Union.
Finally, data is increasingly seen as relational and co-generated. Salomé Viljoen proposes
that the relational character of data means that for any exchange of data there are
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collective–even population-level–interests that cannot be reduced to individual interests.31 A
related argument is made by the GPAI Data Governance Working Group, which recognizes
that data is increasingly generated collectively by several different entities.32 These
characteristics of data imply competing interests among various actors in the data economy.
Exclusive property rights can therefore easily be questioned by other parties, asking for
recognition of their rights in data.
Likewise, economic arguments against the new right provide a similar assessment. First, the
literature suggests that, in the case of machine-generated data, new exclusive property
rights would further reinforce winner-takes-all scenarios.33 This would have a lasting effect
on the freedom of competition, as it would reinforce monopolization tendencies.34 In
particular, smaller economic players would be strongly affected as they would have fewer
access possibilities of valuable information in the context of their market activities.35 As such,
property rights in data would hinder the activities of European SMEs, who are highlighted in
the European data strategy as key actors, whose needs have to be addressed.
In addition, analyses of the economic impact of property rights in data confirm that there is
no necessity for introducing new rights in data. This is true across two dimensions, which
would justify regulatory intervention by introducing a new IP right in data: creating economic
incentives for the production of data; and facilitating the use and trade of data.
First, as Wolfgang Kerber identifies, market incentives are already present in the European
data economy as much machine-data production nearly occurs automatically as a byproduct
of industrial production.36 In a highly functional market, additional legal protection will not
serve as an incentive.37 Similarly, the use and trading of data also already occurs, without
the presence of property rights.38 This finding is also confirmed by a 2017 study conducted
by the Commission Joint Research Centre which concludes that, at the moment, there are
no compelling arguments for new rights in data.39
Finally, a new right in data would foster a scenario where the tragedy of the anticommons
would take place. The latter corresponds to a situation where the numbers and relationships
of property rights and right-holders are too big and complex to be successfully utilized.40
Accordingly, this would result in the underproduction and underuse of information assets,
that is contrary to the objectives set out in the European data strategy.

Access rights to data
The principle of the public domain and the FAIR data principles41 should constitute the
foundations of the European data economy and the common data spaces at its core. These
principles should be enshrined by regulation, instead of creating new property rights that will
only serve to strengthen information monopolies.
Data is already being accessed and used today, without actual exclusive property rights. To
strengthen this trend, data rights should be established–but not exclusive ones. These data
rights should recognize interests of different parties, while at the same time recognizing that
data is a non-rivalrous resource.
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Access rights are an important type of this broad category of data rights. These aim to
maximize data sharing and use across a variety of private and public sector players , both
via voluntary and mandatory data sharing obligations. From an economic perspective,
access rights can ensure market competition and help create new markets.
Targeted measures that regulate access can reduce centralization of power in data markets.
And looking from a societal perspective, access rights can secure the ability of all members
of society to benefit from data that is in the public interest, and are better suited for
developing governance models that take into account relational nature and collective
interests in data.
Access rights measures include policies that ensure open access to data, such as open data
rules for public data or open access requirements for research data. They also cover data
portability rules–such as those introduced by the GDPR–and data interoperability rules–such
as those currently debated in the Digital Markets Act. Access rights also cover specific
access regimes, such as access to platform data for the purpose of research, or
requirements for business to government (B2G) data sharing in the public interest.

Recommendations
No property rights in data. There is currently no need to introduce new property rights in
data. Creating such new sui generis rights will not serve the goals of the Data Act and the
European data strategy. This is confirmed by 25 years of evidence on the impact of the sui
generis database right, and a growing body of legal and economic scholarship.
Instead of serving the goal of greater access and use of data in European common data
spaces, the new right would reinforce monopolistic tendencies in data markets. And
furthermore it would introduce a logic of exclusive property to a resource that is collective
and relational. The idea of property rights in data, introduced five years ago, should be
abandoned, as it is not fit to serve as the foundation for a contemporary data economy.
Focus on access rights instead. The issue of ensuring that owners and users of IoT
devices (and other sensor equipped and data generating devices) should have access to
data that they generate can be addressed in a much more effective and—in light of the
negative externalities of exclusive rights in data—more proportionate way.
The objective can instead be achieved by granting owner and users a non-exclusive access
and usage right to the data generated by their use of such devices. Such an approach would
ensure that both the manufacturers and the users of data generating devices have access to
the data and would also allow anyone with access to share the data. As a result, a policy
framework based on non-exclusive access rights would ensure that such data can be
contributed to common data spaces, without any unnecessary legal friction arising from a
framework based on exclusive rights.
A governance framework based on non-exclusive access rights should be developed
through the Data Act, instead of introducing new property rights in data.Non-exclusive
access rights should cover both access by commercial entities (B2B), public interest access
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(B2G, for example, for the purpose of transparency) and access rights for individual users
(for example, through data portability). A duty to provide access and use rights should be
introduced with care, but should be considered in particular with regard to gatekeeper
platforms and largest commercial actors–in order both to combat power asymmetries and to
secure public interest.
A final note on the sui generis database right.
As we have outlined above, there is a lack of evidence that the sui generis right for
databases has achieved the objectives that were used to justify its introduction in 1996.
Instead, existing empirical evidence shows that the sui generis database right has
detrimental effects on the current policy objectives expressed in the European data strategy.
Based on this, the European Commission should use the upcoming Data Act (or a stand
alone review of the 1996 Database Directive) to phase out the sui generis protection for
databases.
The discussion about the sui generis database right has also clearly shown that it is very
difficult to repeal new exclusive rights once they have been enacted, even in the light of
empirical evidence that shows that they are not working. Right holders tend to subjectively
value having exclusive rights even if those rights do not confer to them any objective
benefits. And revoking rights raises complicated procedural questions related to legal
certainty and other legal concepts.
In the light of the experience with the sui generis database right, the EU lawmakers should
treat any future efforts to introduce new rights—or to substantially expand existing rights—as
time-bound experiments. If, after a pre-defined period of time, there is no empirical evidence
that the creation of a new right contributes to achieving clearly defined societal objectives
then the new right should lapse. Treating the introduction of new rights as the experiments
that they are can make an important contribution to the fitness for purpose of the EU
intellectual property framework and ensure that it can evolve with societal needs.

Open Future is a European think tank that develops new approaches to an open internet that
maximize societal benefits of shared data, knowledge and culture.
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